skill review and application

ACADEMIC TOOLS
Some of my favorite strategies from mini-academics include:
- Communication Model
- Creative thinking process
- Calming the Amygdala
- Divergent vs. Convergent

QUANTUM READING
Beginning speed: _______ WPM
Ending speed: _______ WPM
Beginning comprehension: ______ %
Ending comprehension: ______ %

The classes in which I will use Quantum Reading are:

QUANTUM WRITING
The Quantum Writing process is:
A ______________
B ______________
C ______________
D ______________
E ______________

The BEST thing about writing I learned at SuperCamp is:

QUANTUM STRATEGIES
Skills I am most excited to use are:
- Circuit Learning
- SLANT
- Power Pegs
- Notes:TM
- Q-Up
- 10 test-taking strategies

MIND MAPPING
To make an effective Mind Map I:
- Draw a clear central image
- Draw branches from thick to thin
- Use a new color for each branch
- Write topics on the thick branch
- Write supporting ideas on connecting thin branches
- Add pictures and symbols to my Mind Map
- Review with a 7-second swoosh

I can use Mind Maps in the following subjects and classes:

VAK STRATEGIES
Three study strategies I will adopt for each sensory input channel are:

VISUAL info is stored in my________________________
1.
2.
3.

AUDITORY info is stored in my_______________________
1.
2.
3.

KINESTHETIC info is stored in my____________________
1.
2.
3.

One new attitude or belief I have about myself as a learner is:

Why?